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Our design aims to 
serve the community 
by providing a durable, 
sustainable, and low 
maintenance affordable 
housing development. 
The 4 storey design is 
aimed at low income 
groups looking to 
establish stability. We 
offer a diverse range of 
apartments to provide 
for a mix of families, 
couples or individuals. 
The apartments are 
constructed using 
Volumetric Modular Units 
similar in size and layout 
to gain manufacturing 
efficiency.
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After the foundation is prepared, the modules arrive in an order that allows clockwise motion 
of the Craning, Stitching, MEP and Finishing team. The stitching team works at units side by 
side while the finishing team installs exterior control barriers (cladding) and interior finishes. 

After the second floor slab is placed, the second floor modules arrive in the same order as the 
previous floor and the assembly process continues. Note the vertical connection of plumbing 
and the stitching happening between floors in this diagram. 

After four stories are stacked and stitched, the roof trusses arrive on site to finish general 
construction. 

Vapour Open Hempcrete 
System
Modern Hempcrete, insulation made 
from the natural products of hemp 
and lime, is now available as Lego 
like bricks with structural strength, 
and R40 thermal resistance. This 
product’s prefabricated nature can be 
integrated easily in off-site modular 
manufacturing. 

Hempcrete, requires a unique vapor 
open system because of its strong 
ability to collect and move moisture. 
This requires stricter air control while 
moisture and condensation that 
penetrates the initial exterior is easily 
evaporated towards the interior

Crane Unloading

Two units will arrive on site daily over 
the course of one week. Delivery and 
crane operation only happen during 
weekdays to minimize disturbance to 
the surrounding neighborhood. 

Logistics & Timing
 

The off-site construction schedule outlines a 

2 Week turnaround per floor for a total of 48 

Modular Units consisting of 4 Unique Types.

Modular Units:
Exploded View

Modular Transportation
The distance between the 
offsite construction factory and 
the assembly site is 8 km. The 
majority of the transportation 
route is through major truck 
roads, minimizing disturbance to 
residential neighborhoods. The 
transportation is only 20 minutes.

Wall Detail at Mate Line

Module Construction Sequence
 Floor, Wall and 
Ceiling Installation

MEP Installation

Door, Windows, 
Finishes and Control 
Barrier Installation

Ready for 
Transportation

Offsite Construction Chart

Hempcrete Wall Construction  
allows R40 thermal resistance, 
a 2-HR fire rating with 
sustainable and structural 
qualities.

Construction Teams finish their tasks at one station and move on to the next station. 
Modules are finished in the sequence of on-site assembly for Just-In-Time delivery to 
minimize off-site and on-site storage. 

2 X MOD #1 MOD #2 & #3 MOD #2 & #3 MOD #2 & #4 MOD #2 & #3 STAIR MODS

Crane 

Onsite Construction

Modules

Stairs

Stitching and Cladding

OFFSITE 
CONSTRUCTION
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ASSEMBLY
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12.4m

Onsite Assembly Diagram

Additional
Heating
Given the high insulation value 
provided by our design, we 
have chosen to use electric 
hydronic baseboard heaters 
as the primary heat source for 
the individual units. A central 
furnace will be installed on 
each floor to provide additional 
heating to the corridor and 
circulation spaces.
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Project Location and Design Intent

Our building site resides in Edmonton, Alberta’s mature Oliver neighborhood. It is an empty lot

just south of Oliver’s Peace Garden Park. This lot (10231-120ST NW) lies central to community

needs such as clinics, schools, bus routes, nature, and amenities. Our design aligns with

Edmonton’s affordable housing strategy by providing quality homes for families and individuals.

Our sustainability goals are achieved by implementing DMFA/IBP concepts with Passive Design

Principles. This combination of methodologies results in a durable, low maintenance and low

cost housing while still maintaining the highest standards of quality construction.

Off-Site Manufacturing

65% of the construction work is completed Off-Site. We achieved this by using Volumetric

Modular Units for the apartment dwellings and stairway cores. Units arrive on-site with the

electrical, plumbing, and interior finishes completed. The module’s exterior cladding is finished

On-Site. The module’s high quality, durable and sustainable design is primarily thanks to the

properties of the Hempcrete structural blocks. These blocks provide up to R40 thermal

resistance, a 2HR fire rating, are insect and mold resistant, non-toxic, breathable, and

sustainable. The floor slab and roof components are prefabricated mass timber. After being built

to our specifications, they arrive at the manufacturing facility where construction of the walls

can begin immediately. The Off-Site Construction Schedule budgets two units completed per

day. Units will arrive on site every day over the course of one week until the floor is complete.

As soon as Units leave the factory work begins on the Modules for the next floor.

On-Site Assembly

At the same time as the Modular Units are being constructed Off-Site, the On-Site work begins.

First  the site is surveyed and excavated. A concrete foundation is poured, and two stories of a

panelized Mass Timber elevator shaft are erected. The Modules are transported to site in the

order of their onsite assembly. Each unit is craned directly off the truck and into its final

position. The Stitching Team connects the Units while Crews frame the interior corridor. Work

on the building envelope begins once the Units along the eastern side are complete. MEP trades

will rough in as Crews start framing the second floor. Finishing crews will arrive last to complete

the corridor space and connection seams. This continues floor after floor until a roof team

arrives with prefabricated trusses which are craned into place.

Our sustainable, affordable, modular building aims to be complete in less than 4 months.
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